Doctor Who
Paper Miniatures
These miniatures were created using blank Sparks outlines from S. John Ross at
http://www.io.com/~sjohn/cumberland.htm and artwork © Wayne Peters from
http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/scarecrow/whogame/titlepage.htm. The artwork has been converted to black
and white for easy printing, but a color version may be made available at some point in the future.
In addition to these specialized figures there are a number of Sparks scalable paper miniatures
available from http://www.io.com/~sjohn/cumberland.htm that can be used to represent other denizens of
the WHOniverse. A partial list of these suggestions are made available below.
Sparks: Dan Smith Stockpile
Urban Legend makes a good Krynoid tendril from Seeds Of Doom.
D’mon makes a good Daemon, from the episode The Daemons of course.
GR-881 makes a good Robot, from the episode of the same name.
Sparks:The Dungeoneers
Alana makes a good Leela, companion of the fourth Doctor.
Dark Acolyte makes a good member of the Brotherhood of Demnos, from Masque of Mandragora.
Sparks: Watch The Skies
T’riffik makes a good small Krynoid, from the Seeds Of Doom
Thug makes a good Ogron, from Frontier In Space among others
Sparks: Critters
Dragon Beetle or Giant Wasp make good Wirrn, from The Ark In Space.
Chrome Dragon or Rock Horror make good Skarasen, from Terror Of The Zygons.
Of course, many of the other figures would do well to represent characters in a Doctor Who style
adventure. MicroTactix, http://www.microtactix.com, has a number of excellent paper miniatures for
dressing things up as well. Their alien temple and shuttle craft from their Cheap Folks Science Fiction
Figures are excellent props in particular.
The first two pages include all of the figures I have available. The next two include larger
numbers of some of the figures if you need them. If you have trouble printing out these figures using
Word, try saving them separately and printing from Internet Explorer, set page layout to Landscape first.

